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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. LaSTANZA: NEW ORLEANS POLICE STORIES
Seventeen short stories chronicle the life of a police officer from his days as a patrolman to a
homicide detective back to his childhood when he caught his first killer at age eight. The characters
from the LaStanza novels are all here: Bob Mason, Mark Land, Jodie Kintyre, Paul Snowood, Felicity
Jones and Stan the Man Smith (the world s greatest patrolman ever - just ask him). There are also
women LaStanza will never forget from Xanthe to Cora, Regina, Guinnevere, Gabrielle and of
course, Lizette. Beyond stories of crime and murder are tales of lunatics, an airplane crash, a man
with moon hands, a very nimble burglar, a wild horse and an icy Sicilian murderer whose body
count ends in a sleazy New Orleans motel when Det. LaStanza is assigned the case. Previous novels
in the LaStanza series include: Grim Reaper #1 - Lauded for its hyper-realistic description of
homicide work, this novel begins the adventures of New Orleans Police Homicide Detective Dino
LaStanza. The Big Kiss #2 - Detective LaStanza is drawn into a...
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Thorough information! Its such a excellent read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your pdf. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Johna thon Moor e-- Johna thon Moor e

A fresh e-book with a brand new point of view. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is
particularly simply following i finished reading this publication through which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- B er nha r d Russel-- B er nha r d Russel
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